August 2, 2021

Public Notice RE: Clinic COVID Testing

Due to the recent increase in COVID positive cases DMC strongly urges all close contacts of positives to quarantine and test. The clinic will continue billing patient insurance and absorbing the patient cost share for COVID tests until September 1. HRSA will cover the patient cost share of COVID tests for uninsured patients.

DMC has been testing at equipment capacity and we thank the community for their patience as we try to accommodate everyone. The clinic is prioritizing close contacts and symptomatic patients for COVID testing due to the recent outbreak. Testing at STC/SEARHC is available Tuesday and Thursday from 4:30pm to 7pm. If more testing becomes available an update will be posted on social media.

DMC encourages community members, whether vaccinated or not, to social distance, wear a mask in public settings where social distancing is not possible, wash or sanitize your hands, and call the clinic for testing if you are sick.

For more information or if you have any questions, please call the clinic at (907) 983-2255 or email clinicinfo@skagway.org.

Este Fielding
Clinic Director